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About Wolters Kluwer



Wolters Kluwer is a global provider of professional information, software solutions, and services for clinicians, nurses, accountants, lawyers, and tax, finance, audit, risk, compliance, and regulatory sectors.
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Health

Trusted clinical technology and evidence-based solutions that drive effective decision-making and outcomes across healthcare. Specialized in clinical effectiveness, learning, research and safety.

Health Overview







Solutions

	UpToDateIndustry-leading clinical decision support
	OvidThe world’s most trusted medical research platform
	UpToDate LexidrugEvidence-based drug referential solutions
	Sentri7 Clinical SurveillanceTargeting infection prevention, pharmacy and sepsis management


View All Solutions






Challenges

	Optimizing Clinical Workflows
	Improving Patient Safety
	Leveraging Clinical Decision Support
	Reducing Clinical Variation


View All Challenges






Expert Insights

	Turning the tide on drug development costs: How life sciences leaders can leverage clinical insights
	Three key considerations in fortifying drug diversion prevention programs
	Registering intent to participate in NHSN AUR is mandatory: Here’s what you need to know
	Better care management: Using evidence-based medicine to improve member experience
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Tax & Accounting

Enabling tax and accounting professionals and businesses of all sizes drive productivity, navigate change, and deliver better outcomes. With workflows optimized by technology and guided by deep domain expertise, we help organizations grow, manage, and protect their businesses and their client’s businesses.

Tax & Accounting Overview







Solutions

	Tax & Accounting U.S. HubCentral hub for all U.S. solutions
	CCH Axcess™ SuiteCloud-based tax preparation and compliance, workflow management and audit solution
	CCH® ProSystem fx®Integrated tax, accounting and audit, and workflow software tools
	TaxWise®Tax Preparation Software for Tax Preparers


View All Solutions






Trending Topics

	2024 Accounting Industry Survey Report
	Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Tax and Accounting
	Beneficial Ownership Information
	Corporate Transparency Act 








Expert Insights

	eBook: How Tax and Accounting Firms Supercharge Efficiency With a Digital Workflow
	Tax relief for victims of Rhode Island severe storms and flooding: IRA and HSA deadlines postponed
	Tax relief for victims of Rhode Island severe storms and flooding: IRA and HSA deadlines postponed
	Tax relief for victims of Maine severe storms and flooding: IRA and HSA deadlines postponed
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ESG

Offering comprehensive tools and expert guidance to companies to help meet regulatory requirements to support sustainability efforts and manage ESG risks efficiently.

ESG Overview







Solutions

	CCH TagetikUnified performance management software
	OneSumXDiscover our solution for ESG climate risk and regulatory requirements 
	TeamMateSolutions for auditors
	EnablonSoftware solutions for risk & compliance, engineering & operations, and EHSQ & sustainability
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Expert Insights

	SEC Seeks material climate-risk disclosures
	SASB Standards for the oil and gas exploration and production industry
	5 new pillars of financial planning for enterprises in 2024
	A quick guide to leading ESG Reporting requirements and frameworks
	The ABCs of ESG and the impact of internal audit
	5 Ways ESG and EHS will evolve together in 2024
	ESG Research Paper: The new ground rules of the CSRD
	ESG Trends 2024


View All Expert Insights
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Finance

Our solutions for regulated financial departments and institutions help customers meet their obligations to external regulators. We specialize in unifying and optimizing processes to deliver a real-time and accurate view of your financial position.

Finance Overview







Solutions

	CCH TagetikUnified performance management software
	OneSumX for Finance, Risk and Regulatory ReportingIntegrated regulatory compliance and reporting solution suite 
	Lien SolutionsMarket leader in UCC filing, searches, and management
	eOriginaleOriginal securely digitizes the lending process from the close to the secondary market
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Expert Insights

	Artificial intelligence in finance 101: how AI can direct better CPM outcomes 
	The scope of the financial close has expanded. Here’s how we’ve enhanced CCH Tagetik to help you cope. 
	2024 BARC Score Financial Performance Management Report
	PS15/23 and Basel 3.1: A guide for small UK domestic deposit takers
	4 stages to efficiency with fund and financial accounting automation 
	3 Top priorities on the 2024 CFO agenda
	Unlocking the power of granular data reporting for financial institutions
	5 ways to proactively prepare tax processes for Global Tax Reform in 2024  


View All Expert Insights
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Compliance

Enabling organizations to ensure adherence with ever-changing regulatory obligations, manage risk, increase efficiency, and produce better business outcomes.

Compliance Overview







Solutions

	OneSumX for Finance, Risk and Regulatory ReportingIntegrated regulatory compliance and reporting solution suite
	BizFilings Incorporation services for entrepreneurs
	EnablonSoftware solutions for risk & compliance, engineering & operations, and EHSQ & sustainability
	CT CorporationRegistered agent & business license solutions


View All Solutions






Trending Topics

	Beneficial Ownership Information
	Corporate Transparency Act 
	Economic and interest rate forecasts
	Future Ready Lawyer








Expert Insights

	Registered agents and annual reports: Essential elements of good standing
	LawNext podcast: Beneficial ownership reporting challenges (and how technology can help)
	Tax relief for victims of Rhode Island severe storms and flooding: IRA and HSA deadlines postponed
	Tax relief for victims of Rhode Island severe storms and flooding: IRA and HSA deadlines postponed
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Legal

Serving legal professionals in law firms, General Counsel offices and corporate legal departments with data-driven decision-making tools. We streamline legal and regulatory research, analysis, and workflows to drive value to organizations, ensuring more transparent, just and safe societies.

Legal Overview







Solutions

	Kluwer ArbitrationOnline resource for international arbitration research
	Enterprise Legal ManagementLegal spend and matter management, AI legal bill review, and analytics solutions
	LegiswayAll-in-one legal management software for legal departments
	VitalLaw®Legal research database for attorneys


View All Solutions






Trending Topics

	Beneficial Ownership Information
	Corporate Transparency Act 
	Economic and interest rate forecasts
	Future Ready Lawyer








Expert Insights

	Top 3 findings from IDC’s brief on generative and traditional AI
	Visser's Editorial Team Helps You Prepare for the EQE
	Webinar: Tax Treaties Current and Future
	Legal Leaders Exchange - Podcast episode 20


View All Expert Insights
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The most reliable name in lien services
As the nation’s leading lien services partner, Lien Solutions combines accuracy, speed, and service to help manage risk and simplify complexity across your entire portfolio of assets, from UCC filings and vehicle titling to lien search and real property services.
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Markets

Lien Solutions has the industry knowledge and experience to deliver the financial certainty all businesses require. Here are some of the markets we support.

Markets 






	
Agricultural Lenders

	
Corporations

	
Equipment Leasing and Finance

	
Factoring

	
Financial Institutions

	
Government Agencies

	
In-house Filers








	
Law Firms

	
Mortgage Lenders and Servicers

	
Risk officers

	
Solar

	
Title Companies
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UCC Filing and Search

Complete nationwide searching and filing services for loan- and lease-related documentation.

UCC Filing and Public Records Search 
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Lien Management


Maintain lien perfection through a holistic and proactive approach to lien management.

Lien Management 
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Vehicle Titling

iLien Motor Vehicle is the award-winning SaaS platform that transforms vehicle and equipment titling work for lenders. It’s the only tool you need to maintain loan perfection, monitor and manage vehicle liens efficiently, and release titles effortlessly.

Vehicle Titling 
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Speciality Assets
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We boost speed and simplicity 

Lien Solutions provides our customers with sophisticated yet easy-to-use technology and services, with an efficient and reliable digital platform that speeds up and helps streamline complex processes.

We take creative approaches to solve clients’ unique problems, offering solutions including powerful APIs that simplify and automate their internal systems.
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We deliver greater accuracy through matchless expertise 

As the nation’s leading titling solution, Lien Solutions draws an unmatched depth of knowledge from 40 years of industry leadership that allows us to tailor solutions to fit your business needs.


We use our in-depth jurisdictional knowledge across all 50 states to monitor, minimize, and manage risk for our clients, offering you the ability to reliably do business with confidence.
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We offer indispensable service 

We place a premium on being responsive and professional partners, offering a dependable level of service that gets you the answer you need, when you need it.


As a relationship-oriented service company, we are aware of, anticipate, and take interest in our customers’ needs, and then respond to the requests promptly and thoroughly.
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2023 BIG Innovation Award Winner For iLien Motor Vehicle
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2022 Golden Bridge Award For iLienRED
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2022 Golden Bridge Award For iLien for Lien Management
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2022 American Business Awards For Lien Insight Reports 
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2022 Globee Awards For iLien Motor Vehicle
 









 





Lien Solutions combines accuracy, speed, and service to help secure perfection and reduce risk for a wide portfolio of lien, titling, and real property documentation needs in every state.
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UCC filing and public records search

Get fast, comprehensive nationwide lien searches, intelligent automated filing, and lien management services through our award-winning SaaS platform, iLien for UCC.
 








	UCC-1 filing
	UCC-3 filing 
	Fixture filing
	Purchase Money Security Interest (PMSI) filing
	Personal Property Security Act (PPSA) filing (Canada)
	Effective Financing Statement (EFS) filing

 











	UCC search 
	Corporate charter search 
	Bankruptcy record search 
	Search for federal and state tax liens
	Judgment lien search
	Litigation record search

 










Learn More
Learn More
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Vehicle titling

Rely on title and registration services designed for lenders: Our award-winning iLien Motor Vehicle platform helps maintain loan perfection, monitor and manage vehicle liens efficiently, and release titles effortlessly.
 








	Lien tax and fee estimates (commercial and consumer)
	Title & registration (full or prep only)
	Lien holder add/remove 
	Lien release
	Lien transfer 
	Title change or title correction
	Duplicate vehicle title

 











	VIN search & title due diligence
	Title repossessed vehicle 
	Title commercial transportation and recreational vehicles
	Electronic Lien and Title (ELT) storage 
	Title release (ELT and paper) 
	Request paper title 
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Real property document management

Make document management more manageable: Our iLienRED® platform helps you complete, record, and search residential and commercial real property documents and transactions, quickly and easily, nationwide.
 








	Assignments and lien releases
	Borrower notification letters 
	Mortgage origination recording
	Deed of trust recording 
	Power of Attorney (POA)

 











	Subordination
	Owner and encumbrance search
	Real property search
	Electronic recording (eRecording)
	Electronic signature (eSignature) and electronic notarization

 










Learn More
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Learning resource center

Lien Solutions understands that having readily available resources and support is key to making the most of our products and services and effectively managing your lien portfolio.
Here you will find links to a variety of educational resources aimed at keeping you up-to-date with our existing product capabilities, system enhancements, and new offerings.
Visit Our Resource Center
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When you have to be right
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